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98 min Action, Crime, Thriller Nick avoids his criminal past and 2 partners, gets a permanent job, a friend at work and marries the sheriff's daughter. But his past dogo likes him when his former partners hunt him down and want their share of the loot. Director: Aaron Harvey Starring: Luke Grimes, Frank Grillo, James Badge Dale, Marguerite Moreau Voices: 2346 16 107 min. Crime, drama, mystery veteran
hunter helps an FBI agent investigate the murder of a young woman on a Wyoming Native American reservation. Director: Taylor Sheridan Starring: Kelsey Asbill, Jeremy Renner, Julia Jones, Theo Briones Voices: 202,739 Gross: $33.80 Million Wind River is a refreshingly complex but deftly woven thriller that combines its factors to serve as a very compelling film. From 16 to 16 euros 137 min. Action,
drama, sci-fi In the future, where mutants almost extinct, the elderly and tired Logan leads a quiet life. But when Laura, a mutant child, pursued by scientists, comes to him for help, he must deliver her to safety. Director: James Mangold Starring: Hugh Jackman, Patrick Stewart, Daphne Keane, Boyd Holbrook Voices: 643,663 Gross: $226.28M Logan is a cruel, ruthless, emotional and honest film that does
justice as a character and Hugh Jackman, moving away from superhero norms and offering a personal and emotionally fueled outlet that certainly brings violence and delivers one of the best comics. 0 105 min. Animation, Adventures, Family Aspiring musician Miguel, faced with the ancestral prohibition of his family on music, enters the Land of the Dead to find his great-great-grandfather, the legendary
singer. Directors: Lee Uncreech, Adrian Molina Starring: Anthony Gonzalez, Gael Garcia Bernal, Benjamin Bratt, Alanna Ubach Voices: 376,155 Gross: $209.73M Coco is a timeless instant classic that is easily charming, brilliantly paced and beautifully crafted. From 12 to 12 euros 112 min. Comedy, Drama Alienation family gathers together in New York for an event dedicated to the artistic work of his
father. Director: Noah Baumbach Stars: Adam Sandler, Grace Van Patten, Dustin Hoffman, Elizabeth Marvel Voices: 42,269 Stories of Meyerowitz (New and Selected) is a charming and outstanding family tale that deserves to be watched thanks to its wonderful script, enticing characters, and superb acting skills, to make it one of the best films of the year. From 12 to 12 euros 130 min. Action, Adventure,
Comedy Imprisoned on the planet Sakaar, Thor must race against time to return to Asgard and stop Ragnarek, destroying his world, at the hands of the powerful and ruthless villain Hela. Director: Taika Waititi Starring: Chris Hemsworth, Tom Hiddleston, Cate Blanchett, Mark Ruffalo Voices: 582,412 Gross: $315.06 M Thor: Ragnarok is a wild and wacky intergalactic popcorn blockbuster that is filled with
fun, personality and action. 113 min. Action, Drama After being forced to work for a crime boss, a young holiday driver finds himself taking part in a robbery heist Fail. Director: Edgar Wright Starring: Ansel Elgort, John Bernthal, Jon Hamm, Eiza Gonzalez Voices: 435,414 Gross: $107.83M 'Baby Driver' is an absolutely fascinating high-octane action comedy that delivers on its promise to be stylish and fun.
From 12 to 12 euros 106 min. Action, drama, the story of allied soldiers from Belgium, the British Empire and France are surrounded by the German army and evacuated during a fierce battle in World War II. Director: Christopher Nolan Starring: Fionn Whitehead, Barry Keogan, Mark Rylance, Tom Hardy Voices: 550 109 Gross: $188.37M Dunkirk is another visual masterpiece from mastermind Christopher
Nolan, which stuns again with its remarkable cinematography and serious writing. Be sure to watch in IMAX! From 6 to 6 euros 120 min. Comedy, drama, romance Pakistan-born comedian Kumail Nanjiani and graduate student Emily Gardner fall in love but struggle as their culture clash. When Emily is faced with a mysterious disease, Kumil is forced to face his cheeky parents, the expectations of his family
and his true feelings. Director: Michael Showalter Starring: Kumail Nanjiani, zoe Kazan, Holly Hunter, Ray Romano Voices: 120,435 Gross: $42.87M Big Sick is a enjoyable and poignant romantic comedy that is highly absorbed and emotionally resonant. 12 to 12 euros 115 min. Action, Comedy, Crime Story by Barry Seal, an American pilot who became a drug dealer for the CIA in the 1980s in a covert
operation to be exposed as an Iran-Contra affair. Director: Doug Liman Starring: Tom Cruise, Domhnall Gleeson, Sarah Wright, Jesse Plemons Voices: 157,725 Gross: $51.34 Million American Made is a thrilling roller coaster ride of action, comedy and drama, making it another surprisingly fun addition to Cruz's filmography. 12 to 12 euro 118 min. Comedy, Crime, Drama Two Brothers try to pull off a
robbery during a NASCAR race in North Carolina. Director: Steven Soderbergh Starring: Channing Tatum, Adam Driver, Daniel Craig, Farrah McKenzie Voices: 129,712 Gross: $27.78 Million Logan Lucky is a very interesting heist adventure, with sharp visual effects, great characters and a quirky and off-kilter sense of humor, this one is easily one of my favorite movies of the year. From 12 to 12 euros 164
min. Action, drama, Mystery Young Blade K opening long buried mystery leads him to hunt down former Blade Runner Rick Deckard, who has been missing for thirty years. Director: Denis Villeneuve Starring: Harrison Ford, Ryan Gosling, Ana de Armas, Dave Bautista Voices: 457,069 Gross: $92.05M 'Blade Runner 2049' is a gorgeous, compelling and brilliant sci-fi sequel that makes a rare honor to be
better than the original. 16 to 16 euros 91 min. Action, comedy, crime set in Boston in 1978, meeting in the desert Between two gangs turns into a shootout and a game of survival. Director: Ben Wheatley Starring: Charlto Copley, Brie Larson, Armie Hammer, Cillian Murphy Voices: 41,735 Gross: $1.80M Free Fire is definitely one of the most consistently entertaining films that are fully hilarious and definitely
worth watching on the big screen. From 16 to 16 euros 135 min. Horror In the summer of 1989, a group of bullied children unite to destroy the shape-shifting monster that masquerades as a clown and preys on the children of Derry, their small town of Maine. Director: Andy Muschetti Starring: Bill Skarsgard, Jayden Martell, Finn Wolfhard, Sofia Lillis Voices: 456,922 Gross: $327.48M This is a well-thought-
out and well-acted adaptation of a story that beautifully combines humor and horror. From 16 to 16 euros 109 min. Horror, Mystery, Thriller Twelve years after the tragic death of their little girl, the doll-maker and his wife welcome a nun and several girls from a closed orphanage to their home, where they become the target of the obsessed creation of the doll-maker, Annabelle. Director: David F. Sandberg
Starring: Anthony Lapaglia, Samara Lee, Miranda Otto, Brad Greenquist Voices: 111,849 Gross: $102.09M 'Annabelle: Making' is a surprisingly solid and wickedly scary film that provides legitimate creep and screams. From 16 to 16 euros 104 min. Horror, Mystery, Thriller Young African American visits his white girlfriend's parents for the weekend, where his simmering anxiety about their reception it
eventually reaches boiling point. Director: Jordan Peel Starring: Daniel Kaluua, Allison Williams, Bradley Whitford, Katherine Keener Voices: 488,573 Gross: $176.04M 'Get Out' is an extremely influential, disturbing horror film with some great dosage of humor. From 18 to 18 euros 122 min. Action, crime, thriller After returning to the underworld to pay off the debt, John Wick discovers that a great reward has
been put on his life. Director: Chad Stahelski Starring: Keanu Reeves, Riccardo Scamarsio, Ian McShane, Ruby Rose Voices: 363,428 Gross: $92.03M John Wick: Chapter 2 is the first true big action movie of the year, with great direction, fun script, and action that rarely misfires, this hyper-violent piece of pulp action movie is fun! From 12 to 12 euros 141 min. Action, adventure, fantasy When the pilot falls
and tells about the conflict in the outside world, Diana, an Amazonian warrior in training, leaves home to fight the war, discovering all his strength and true destiny. Director: Patty Jenkins Starring: Gal Gadot, Chris Pine, Robin Wright, Lucy Davis Voices: 557,288 Gross: $412.56M Wonder Woman is an impressive superhero action/emotional/thrill ride that also forms as a step in the right direction for the
future DC film franchise. From 16 to 16 euros 120 min. Action, Adventures, Drama Young Girl risks everything to prevent a powerful, multinational company from kidnapping her best friend - a fascinating beast named Okja. Director: Bong Joon Ho Stars: Tilda Swinton, Paul Dano, So Hyun-An, Jake Gyllenhaal Voices: 103,757 'Okja', definitely a film that is worth watching for his incredible performances,
touching moments and an intriguing plot. 12 to 12 euros 133 min. Action, crime, drama The story of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing and which includes a nationwide hunt to find the terrorists responsible. Director: Peter Berg Starring: Mark Wahlberg, Michelle Monaghan, J.K. Simmons, John Goodman Voices: 91,092 Gross: $31.89 Million Patriots Day is an energetic, powerful and deeply moving film
that is part of the procedural part of the thriller with all around the great performances. From 6 to 6 euro 94 min. Animation, biography, crime In a story depicted in oil-painted animation, a young man comes to the last hometown of the artist Vincent van Gogh (Robert Gulachik) to deliver the last letter of the troubled artist and eventually investigate his last days there. Directors: Dorota Kobila, Hugh Welchman
Starring: Douglas Booth, Jerome Flynn, Robert Gulacik, Helen McCrory Voices: 50,320 Gross: $6.74 Million Love Vincent is a remarkable stylistic achievement that is not only innovative and visually vivid, but also a surreal viewing experience. From 16 to 16 euros 121 min. Crime, drama, thriller Recently released prisoner forced by leaders of his gang to organize a major crime with a fierce rival gang on the
streets of southern California. Director: Rick Roman Waugh Stars: Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Omari Hardwick, Lake Bell, John Bernthal Voices: 71,557 'Shot Caller' is an excellent fascinating thriller that tells a fascinating story and offers compelling characters. 0 113 min. Drama, Family Based on the New York Times bestseller, this film tells the incredibly inspiring and touching story of August Pullman, a boy
with differences in person, who enters fifth grade, attending elementary school for the first time. Director: Steven Chbosky Starring: Jacob Tremblay, Owen Wilson, Isabella Vidovich, Julia Roberts Voices: 140,235 Gross: $132.42M Miracle is a feel-good crowd pleaser that is sophisticated enough to be funny and touching. From 12 to 12 euros 140 min. Action, Adventure, Drama After the monkeys suffer
unimaginable losses, Caesar struggles with his dark instincts and begins his mythical quest to avenge his kind. Director: Matt Reeves Starring: Andy Serkis, Woody Harrelson, Steve Sahn, Karin Konoval Voices: 226,707 Gross: $146.88M War for the Planet of the Apes is a well-thought-out, well-written, well-acted, technically brilliant film, and marks the end of one of the most groundbreaking trilogy ever
made. From 12 to 12 euros 102 min. Crime, drama, thriller After the unsuccessful robbery of a bank land of his younger brother in prison, Connie Nikas embarks on a twisted odyssey through the underworld of New York to get his brother Nick out of prison. Directors: Benny Safdie, Josh Safdie Starring: Robert Pattinson, Benny Safdie, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Buddy Duress Voices: 88,520 Gross: $2.03M
Good Time is stylishly directed and brilliantly executed edge your seat thriller, is not only fascinating, but also one of the coolest movies to surface this year. 0 119 min. Comedy, Drama The Story of a Teenage Boy, His Mother and Two Other Women Who Help Raise Him Among The Love and Freedom of Southern California 1979. Director: Mike Mills Starring: Annette Annette Elle Fanning, Greta Gerwig,
Billy Crudup Voices: 39,841 Gross: $5.66M '20th Century Woman' is an astute film filled with fascinating history, richly developed character exploration, wonderful dialogue and an all-star ensemble cast that makes it one of the best films of the year. From 16 to 16 euros 113 min. Action, Thriller Modest businessman with buried past looking for justice when his daughter is killed in a terrorist act. The conflict
between cats and mice occurs with a government official whose past may hold the key to the identity of the killers. Director: Martin Campbell Starring: Katie Leung, Jackie Chan, Rufus Jones, Mark Tandy Voices: 101,177 Gross: $34.39M Alien is an impressive and memorable thriller with an interesting theme and decent action sequence. From 12 to 12 euros 133 min. Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi Peter Parker
balances his life as an ordinary schoolboy in queens with his superhero alter-ego Spider-Man, and finds himself on the trail of a new threat to scour the sky of New York. Director: John Watts Starring: Tom Holland, Michael Keaton, Robert Downey Jr., Marisa Tomei Voices: 508 417 Gross: $334.20M Spider-Man: Homecoming is a simple, enjoyable and huge take on the popular super-hero, marking it as
one of the best recordings in the ever-growing MCU. From 12 to 12 euros 109 min. Comedy, drama, fantasy Gloria is an out-of-work party girl forced to leave her life in New York and return home. When there are reports that a giant creature is destroying Seoul, it gradually comes to the realization that it is somehow connected to the phenomenon. Director: Nacho Vigalondo Starring: Anne Hathaway, Jason
Sudeikis, Austin Stowell, Tim Blake Nelson Voices: 58,657 Gross: $3.02M 'Colossal' is an extremely fun film that, despite its flaws, deserves praise for being boldly unique and undeniably engaging. 16 to 16 euro 141 min. Action, Adventure, Comedy After Kingsman Headquarters destroyed and the world is held hostage, an allied spy organization in the United States discovered. These two elite secret
organizations must unite to defeat a common enemy. Director: Matthew Vaughn Starring: Taron Egerton, Colin Firth, Mark Strong, Channing Tatum Voices: 271,200 Gross: $100.23M Kingsman: The Golden Circle is just as fun, impressive and energetic to follow up a solid predecessor. 132 min. Action, crime, drama former boxer-turned-drug runner lands in prison battlefield after deal becomes deadly.
Directed by: S. Craig Saler Stars: Vince Vaughn, Jennifer Carpenter, Don Johnson, Udo Kier Voices: 58,519 'Brawl in Cell Block 99' is a brutal and emotional roller coaster with a career best performance by Vaughn. From 16 to 16 euros 117 min. Drama After 20 years abroad, Mark Renton returns to Scotland and reunites with his old friends Sick Boy, Spad, and Director: Danny Boyle Starring: Ewan
McGregor, Ewen Bremner, Johnny Lee Miller, Robert Carlyle Voices: 113,107 Gross: $2.40M 'T2 Trainspotting' is an excellent sequel that not only is good well acted and the director, but also widely pleasant. 12 to 12 euros 134 min. Action, biography, drama based on the true story of Granite Mountain Hotshots, a group of elite firefighters who risk everything to protect the city from a historic forest fire.
Director: Joseph Kosinski Starring: Josh Brolin, Miles Teller, Jeff Bridges, Jennifer Connelly Voices: 57,717 Gross: $18.34M Only Brave is an emotionally charged tearjerker that is not only a fitting tribute, but also a well-acted standout film. From 6 to 6 euros 101 min. Drama Frank, a lonely man, raising his niece prodigy Mary, is drawn into the battle for custody with his mother. Director: Mark Webb Starring:
Chris Evans, McKenna Grace, Lindsey Duncan, Octavia Spencer Voices: 98,898 Gross: $24.80 Million Donated is a perfectly executed film that works mainly because of its touching tale, gorgeous cinematography and brilliant action. From 12 to 12 euros 136 min. Action, Adventure, Comedy Guardians struggle to keep together as a team, dealing with their personal family problems, in particular the star-
lord meeting with the father of the ambitious celestial being The Ego. Director: James Gunn Starring: Chris Pratt, zoe saldana, Dave Bautista, Vin Diesel Voices: 565,631 Gross: $389.81 Million Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 is a worthy sequel, certainly as entertaining as the first because of its whip-cracked dialogues, clever character moments and joyful action sequences. From 12 to 12 euro 136 min.
Action, Adventure, Crime When a mysterious woman seduces Dominic Toretto into the world of terrorism and betrayal of those closest to him, the crew faces challenges that will test them like never before. Director: F. Gary Gray Starring: Vin Diesel, Jason Statham, Dwayne Johnson, Michelle Rodriguez Voices: 203,668 Gross: $226.01M Fate of Fury aka Fast and Furious 8 is the pass-stomping
entertainment you'd expect it to be thanks to its absurd yet enjoyable spectacle feats. From 16 to 16 euros 118 min. Action, comedy, crime Best bodyguard in the world gets a new client, a killer, who is to testify in the International Criminal Court. They must put their differences aside and work together to bring the case to trial in time. Director: Patrick Hughes Starring: Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L. Jackson,
Gary Oldman, Elodie Young Voices: 185,701 Gross: $75.47M The Killer Bodyguard is a very enjoyable action comedy that, despite its genre cliches is a must-look at his gorgeous leads. From 16 to 16 euro 117 min. Horror, Thriller Three Girls kidnapped by a man diagnosed with 23 different personalities. They should try to escape before the apparent appearance of a terrible new 24th. Director: M. Night
Shyamalan Starring: James McAvoy, Anya Taylor-Joy, Hayley Lou Richardson, Jessica Sula Voices: 420,311 Gross: $138.29M Split is provocative, well-acted, spine-chilling psychological thriller that marks a triumphant comeback for the lost visionary. From 16 to 16 euros 103 min. Drama, horror, thriller Couple tries to revive their marriage in a remote lake house. After husband dies unexpectedly, wife's
wife Handcuffs on their bed frame and must fight to survive and break free. Director: Mike Flanagan Stars: Carla Gugino, Bruce Greenwood, Chiara Aurelia, Carel Struycken Voices: 89104 'Gerald's Game' is a well-executed psychological thriller that is legitimately creepy and incredibly clever. From 12 to 12 Euros 129 min. Action, Adventures, Fantasy Captain Jack Sparrow is haunted by an old rival
Captain Salazar and a crew of deadly ghosts who escaped from the Devil's Triangle. They are determined to kill every pirate at sea... particularly Jack. Directors: Joachim Renning, Espen Sandberg Starring: Johnny Depp, Jeffrey Rush, Javier Bardem, Orlando Bloom Voices: 261,674 Gross: $172.56 Millions Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales aka Salazar's Revenge is a very pleasant,
harmless, crowd-pleasing blockbuster that sees a return to form franchise once seemed dead in the sea. From 12 to 12 euros 118 min. Action, Adventure, Fantasy After the Vietnam War, a team of scientists explores an uncharted island in the Pacific Ocean, venturing into the area of the mighty Kong, and must fight to escape the primary Eden. Director: Jordan Vogt-Roberts Starring: Tom Hiddleston,
Samuel L. Jackson, Brie Larson, John C. Reilly Voices: 266,810 Gross: $168.05M Kong: Skull Island is an entertaining monster film that, despite its weak human characters manages to be truly fascinating because of its excellent visual effects and intellectual original stories. 0 th 102 min. Animation, Adventure, Comedy Lightning McKuin sets out to prove to a new generation of racers that it is still the best
racing car in the world. Director: Brian Fee Starring: Owen Wilson, Cristela Alonso, Chris Cooper, Nathan Fillion Voices: 75,336 Gross: $152.90M 'Cars 3' uses a simple and effective plot to revamp into previously created disgust and finally provides us with a decent sequel. From 12 to 12 Euros 120 min. Action, Adventure, Fantasy is fueled by his restored faith in humanity and inspired by Superman's
selfless act, Bruce Wayne enlists the help of his newly-confirmed ally, Diana Prince, to face an even greater enemy. Director: zack Snyder Starring: Ben Affleck, Gal Gadot, Jason Momoa, Ezra Miller Voices: 381,785 Gross: $229.02M Justice League is a flawed yet entertaining popcorn movie that this time would have benefited from a longer time. From 16 to 16 euros 95 min. Action, crime, drama mother
stops for nothing to recover her kidnapped son. Director: Luis Prieto Stars: Halle Berry, Sage Correa, Chris McGinn, Lew Temple Voices: 33,711 Gross: $30.72M Kidnap is an exciting and emotional thriller that despite some B thriller cliches never ceases to be fun to watch! 6 to 6 euros 104 min. Animation, action, comedy cooler than ever Bruce Wayne should have to deal with The usual suspects as they
plan to rule Gotham City, while discovering that he accidentally adopted a teenage orphan who wants to become his buddy. Director: Chris McKay (en) Starring: Will Arnett, Michael Cera, Rosario Dawson, Ralph Fiennes Voices: 130,685 Gross: $175.75M Film about Batman is Fun, action packed, relentlessly funny, and brightly animated features that is impressive from the word go. From 12 to 12 euros 124
min. Action, Adventures, Sci-Fi Group of high school students who are imbued with unique superpowers, use their abilities to save the world. Director: Dean Iastiast Starring: Dacre Montgomery, Naomi Scott, RJ Sayler, People of Lin Voices: 101,462 Gross: $85.36M Power Rangers is an exciting superhero movie that, despite its over-the-top spirit and flawed visuals it's a thoroughly entertaining watch. 12 to
12 euro 141 min. Adventures, Biography, Drama is a true drama, centered on british explorer Major Percival Fawcett, who disappeared while searching for a mysterious city in the Amazon in the 1920s. Starring: Charlie Hannam, Robert Pattinson, Sienna Miller, Tom Holland Voices: 78,625 Gross: $8.58M Lost City Kew is a slow pace yet engaging historical epic that is built on strong performances and its
refined style. From 16 to 16 euros 123 min. Action, Adventure, Crime In a world where families are limited to one child due to overpopulation, a set of identical septuplets should avoid putting on a long sleep by the government and dangerous internecine strife when investigating the disappearance of one of their own. Director: Tommy Virkola Stars: Noumi Rapace, Glenn Close, Willem Dafoe, Marwan
Kenzari Voices: 103 570 What Happened to Monday aka Seven Sisters is a fun, clumsy, fascinating and silly dystopian action movie with a truly stellar performance from Noumi Rapace. From 12 to 12 euros 92 min. Drama, Fantasy, Romance In this only study of the heritage, love, loss and enmity of existence, the recently deceased, white-cheeked ghost returns to his country house to try to reconnect with
his bereft wife. Director: David Lowry Starring: Casey Affleck, Rooney Mara, McColm Sefas Jr., Kenneisha Thompson Voices: 60,548 Gross: $1.60M Ghost Story is a complex, ambitious art-house drama that's oddly amusing. From 16 to 16 euros 109 min. Crime, mystery, thriller in Victorian London, Inspector Scotland Yard tracked down the sadistic killer behind a series of mountains, Jack the Ripper-Like
Murders. Director: Juan Carlos Medina Stars: Douglas Booth, Olivia Cooke, Sam Reed, Maria Valverde Voices: 18618 Limehouse Golem is an engaging thriller that, despite being a little signed very nice. From 12 to 12 euros 136 min. Action, Adventure, Fantasy Dark Power threatens Alpha, a huge metropolis and home to species from a thousand planets. Special operatives Valerian and Lorelin must race
to identify the marauding threat and protect not only Alpha, but also the future of the universe. Director: Luc Besson Starring: Dane DeHaan, Cara Delevingne, Clive Owen, Rihanna Voices: 161,352 Gross: $41.19M Valerian and The City of a Thousand Planets is a messy but fun film that despite its softly The plot immerses us in a colorful, vibrant, diverse universe that is worth checking out. 12 to 12 euros
96 min. Horror, Mystery, Thriller College College must survive the day of her murder over and over again, in a loop that will end only when she learns the identity of her killer. Director: Christopher Landon Starring: Jessica Rote, Israel Brussar, Ruby Modine, Charles Aitken Voices: 115,660 Gross: $55.68M Happy Death Day is a deftly made fun slasher flick that is sometimes spooky and at other times very
funny. 0 y 103 min. Adventure, Comedy, The Paddington Family (Ben Wishaw), now happily settled with the Brown family and a popular member of the local community, raises a number of odd jobs to buy the perfect gift for his aunt Lucy (Imelda Staunton) 100th birthday, only for a gift to be stolen. Director: Paul King Starring: Ben Wishaw, Hugh Grant, Hugh Bonneville, Sally Hawkins Voices: 60,912
Gross: $40.44M Paddington 2 is an absolute delight and refreshing wonderful family film full of charm and love. From 12 to 12 euros 118 min. Biography, Drama, Romance Inspiring True Love Story Robin (Andrew Garfield) and Diana Cavendish (Claire Foy), an enterprising couple who refuses to give up in the face of a devastating disease. Their touching celebration of human possibilities marks andy
Serkis' directorial debut. Director: Andy Serkis Starring: Andrew Garfield, Claire Foy, Hugh Bonneville, Ed Spellers Voices: 18.773 Gross: $0.49M Breath is a well-presented inspirational story that works well thanks to its fine performances and solid direction. From 12 to 12 euros 88 min. Comedy, Crime After the city takes away their daughter's college scholarship, the couple started an illegal casino at their
friend's house to get the money back. Director: Andrew J. Cohen Starring: Will Ferrell, Amy Poehler, Ryan Simpkins, Jason Mantsukas Voices: 40,716 Gross: $25.48 Million House is a predictable yet enjoyable comedy riddled with its leads of dynamic chemistry and solid laughs. From 18 to 18 euros 86 min. Action, comedy, horror virus spreads through the office complex causing white-collar workers to act
their worst impulses. Director: Joe Lynch Starring: Stephen Yong, Samara Weaving, Stephen Brand, Caroline Chikezie Voices: 16914 Mayhem is a breathless ride that is not only very cruel, insane and totally crazy, but also totally fun. 6 to 6 euro 120 min. Drama, romance, sci-fi First person born on Mars travels to Earth for the first time, experiencing the wonders of the planet with fresh eyes. He goes on
an adventure with a street smart girl to find out how he became. Director: Peter Chelsom Starring: Gary Oldman, Asa Butterfield, Carla Gugino, Britt Robertson Voices: 47,875 Gross: $7.89M Space Between Us is a visibly flawed film that ambitiously tries to combine science fiction with teenage romance, being a bit creative, mostly entertaining and quite touching. 12 to 12 euros 133 min. The drama Set in
the Last Days of the Ottoman Empire, Promise follows a love triangle between Michael, a brilliant medical student, a beautiful and sophisticated Ana, and Chris - a famous American journalist based in South America Director: Terry George Stars: Oscar Isaac, Charlotte Le Bon, Christian Bale, Daniel Jimenez Cacho Voices: 172,461 Promise is an exceptionally magnificent epic that is well acted, powerful
and instructive. 6 to 6 euro 111 min. Biography, Drama, The Story of the King of Botswana Seretse Hama and how his loving but controversial marriage to a British white woman Ruth Williams has put his kingdom in political and diplomatic turmoil. Director: Amma Asante Starring: David Oyelowo, Rosamund Pike, Tom Felton, Jack Davenport Voices: 14,278 Gross: $3.90 million United Kingdom is a
fascinating story that, despite its minor issues well told, well acted and has some terrific cinematography. 6 to 6 euros 106 min. Biography, Drama, The Story of the Ultimate Viceroy of India, Louis Francis Albert Victor Nicholas Mountbatten, 1st Earl mountbatten burmese (Hugh Bonneville), tasked with overseeing the transition of British India to independence, but meets conflict as different sides clash in the
face of monumental change. Director: Gurinder Chadha Starring: Hugh Bonneville, Gillian Anderson, Manish Dayal, Huma Kureshi Voices: 6911 Gross: $1.11M 'Viceroy's House' is a pleasant watch, which, despite being let down by his writing delightful because of his central performances and vivid visual effects 12,117 min. Comedy, drama, romance Former Secretary, newly appointed screenwriter of
propaganda films, joins the cast and crew of a major production, while the Blitz rages around them. Director: Lonely Sherfig Starring: Gemma Arterton, Sam Claflin, Bill Gnai, Richard E. Grant Voices: 17,856 Gross: $3.60M Their Finest is a worthy and compelling military drama that, despite its sometimes uneven tone works because of its intriguing premise, good acting strong and strong direction. From 12
to 12 euros 119 min. Biography, Drama Stronger is an inspiring real life story of Jeff Bauman, an ordinary man who captured the hearts of his city and the world to become a symbol of hope after surviving the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing. Director: David Gordon Green Starring: Jake Gyllenhaal, Tatiana Maslany, Miranda Richardson, Richard Lane Jr. Voices: 40,317 Gross: $4.21M Stronger is a
surprisingly excellent film with strong performances and a script that runs on many emotional levels, making it one of the most satisfying drama of the year. From 18 to 18 euros 92 min. Crime, horrors, mysterious bodies are turning all over the city, each of which met a uniquely terrible demise. As the investigation continues, the evidence points to one suspect: John Kramer, a man known as Jigsaw, who
has been dead for over 10 years. Directors: Michael Spirig, Peter Spirig Starring: Matt Passmore, Tobin Bell, Callum Keith Rennie, Hannah Emily Anderson Voices: 68,154 The $38.05M 'Jigsaw' is a gruesome, cunningly twisted and squirm-inducing film that, despite its clumsy issues manages to be entertaining and miles better than the dreaded Saw 3D. 12 103 mins. Action, Adventure, Fantasy In Ancient
China a group of European mercenaries is faced with an army that supports and protects the Great Wall of China from a horde of monstrous creatures. Director: Yimou Chang Starring: Matt Damon, Tian Jing, Willem Dafoe, Andy Lau Voices: 124,834 Gross: $45.54M Great Wall is a no-frills visual extravaganza with plenty of adventure that's nice despite lack of emotional weight. From 12 to 12 euros 154
min. Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi Deadly Threat from Earth History appears and the hunt for a lost artifact takes place between Autobots and Decepticons, while Optimus Prime encounters its creator in space. Director: Michael Bay Starring: Mark Wahlberg, Anthony Hopkins, Josh Duhamel, Laura Haddock Voices: 134 743 Gross: $130.17M Transformers: The Last Knight is a typical summer blockbuster who,
despite its gruesome storyline is worth watching for its extravagant visual appeal. From 16 to 16 euro 136 min. Biography, Drama, The Story of Cambodian author and human rights activist Lung Ung tells about the horrors she experienced as a child under the rule of the deadly Khmer Rouge. Director: Angelina Jolie Stars: Sarei Srey Moh, Fiung Komfhak, Sveng Socheata, Moon Kimhak Voices: 15380 First
They Killed My Father is a compelling - atmospheric story of one of the worst atrocities in history. From 12 to 12 euros 98 min. Drama, Fantasy, Mystery February 12 is just another day in Sam's enchanted life until he turns out to be her last. Stuck reliving her last day over and over again, Sam unravels the mystery around her death and discovers everything she loses. Directed by: Rai Russo-Young
Starring: zoe Deutsch, Halston Sage, Cynthia Wu, Medalon Rahimi Voices: 45,888 Gross: $12.24M Before I Fall is a refreshing take on the YA genre, which despite some high school cliches is an effective experience. 12 to 12 euros 98 min. biography, drama, sports drama inspired by the life of heavyweight boxer Chuck Wepner, who had a once-in-a-lifetime fight with Muhammad Ali that would inspire the
film Rocky (1976). Director: Philippe Falardo Starring: Liev Schreiber, Elisabeth Moss, Ron Perlman, Naomi Watts Voices: 5664 Gross: $0.32M Chuck aka Bleeder is the odd meta biopic that is just not cruel and funny, but also very interesting. From 16 to 16 euros 106 min. Action, Adventures, Sci-Fi Tough as The Nail Detective embarks on a relentless chase to free his son from nightmarish alien warships.
Director: Liam O'Donnell Stars: Frank Grillo, Bojana Novakovich, Johnny Weston, Callan Mulvey Voices: 18719 'Beyond Skyline' is a wonderfully entertaining action movie that is simultaneously mindblowingly silly and surpassing its predecessor 12 89 min. Adventures, Drama, Horror Two Sisters, Vacationing in Mexico, trapped in a shark cage at the bottom of the ocean. With less than an hour of oxygen
left and great white sharks circling nearby, they must fight to survive. Director: Johannes Roberts B Mandy Moore, Claire Holt, Matthew Modine, Chris Johnson Voices: 48,757 Gross: $44.31M '47 Meters Down' is a good survival thriller with enough material to keep you invested. 12 to 12 euros 98 min. The mystery, sci-fi human life is derailed when an ominous picture of events is repeated in exactly the
same manner every day, ending at exactly 2:22 p.m. .m. Director: Paul Curry Stars: Michael Huisman, Teresa Palmer, Sam Reid, John Waters Voices: 19,915 '2:22' is a flawed simple thriller made watchable because of its scathing cinematography, attractive actors and enthifies actors. From 16 to 16 euros 85 min. Comedy horror Events of one evening take an unexpected turn for the worse for a boy trying
to spy on his nanny. Director: McG Stars: Judah Lewis, Samara Weaving, Robbie Amell, Hana Mae Lee Voices: 72,582 Nanny is a surprisingly very funny genre-bending film that embraces its cheese factor and bloody chaos. From 16 to 16 euros 107 min. Action, Adventure, Fantasy Alice returns to where the nightmare began: The Beehive in Raccoon City, where the Umbrella Corporation gathers its
strength for a final blow against the only survivors of the apocalypse. Director: Paul W.S. Anderson Starring: Milla Jovovich, Ian Glen, Ali Larter, Sean Roberts Voices: 83,676 Gross: $26.83M Abode Evil: The Final Chapter is a pleasing action flick filled with gun blazing, cool monster effect and everything blows so fast that numb. 0 th 100 min. Adventures, comedy, drama Dog looks to discover its purpose in
life for several lives and owners. Directed by: Lasse Hallstrom Starring: Josh Gad, Dennis Kuade, Peggy Lipton, Bryce Geisard Voices: 65,112 Gross: $64.51M 'Dog Purpose' is a predictable but emotional, broad, funny family film that touches our hearts without being manipulative. From 12 to 12 euros 86 min. Crime, drama, mystery inventive crime thriller said back - reversing day by day a week - after
finding a local sheriff to solve the mystery of three petty criminals of the city and bank robbery went wrong. Director: Oren Uziel Stars: Benjamin Walker, Rainn Wilson, Stephanie Sigman, John Michael Higgins Voices: 11546 Shimmer Lake is a pretty solid thriller that, despite its simplicity boasts enough twists to keep you engaged. From 16 to 16 euros 89 min. Comedy, Crime, Horror On a quiet suburban
street, the nanny must protect a twelve-year-old boy from intruders, only to discover that it is far from a normal home invasion. Director: Chris Peckover Starring: Olivia DeJonge, Levi Miller, Ed Oxenbould, Alex Mikich Voices: 31.570 Gross: $0.02M Better To Follow is a twisted and interesting horror film that deserves attention for its entertaining diversion from the usual home invasion movie. 0 102 min.
Comedy, drama, music Father takes his son on a college tour on the East Coast and meets an old friend who makes him feel worse about choosing his life. Director: Mike White Starring: Ben Stiller, Austin Abrams, Jenna Fisher, Michael Sheen Voices: 15,937 Gross: $2.13M Status is a funny and inspiring imperfect film that contains a career-enhancing star performance from Ben Stiller. 12 12 115 min.



Action, Adventure, Biography Group of Friends join a guide to hike in the Bolivian jungle, in search of an Indian village. Men soon realize that the jungle is a difficult place to be. Director: Greg McLean Starring: Daniel Radcliffe, Thomas Kretschmann, Joel Jackson, Yasmin Kassim Voices: 47,124 Jungle is an entertaining story of human will and perseverance that, despite some flaws manages to be as
exciting as its source material. From 12 to 12 euros 152 min. Action, Adventure, Fantasy Rey develops its newly discovered abilities under the direction of Luke Skywalker, who is concerned about the strength of his forces. Meanwhile, the Resistance is preparing for a battle with the First Order. Director: Rian Johnson Starring: Daisy Ridley, John Boyega, Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher Voices: 561,172 Gross:
$620.18M Star Wars: The Last Jedi is a solid, absurdly entertaining and magnificent entry into the well-established canon. From 16 to 16 euros 121 min. Drama, horror, mystery Stephen, a charismatic surgeon, is forced to make an unthinkable sacrifice after his life begins to fall apart when the behavior of a teenager he took under his wing proves sinister. Director: Yorgos Lanthimos Starring: Barry G.
Bernson, Herb Kayo, Bill Camp, Raffi Cassidy Voices: 122,755 Gross: $2.29M Killing of a Sacred Deer is a well shot, expertly acted, intensely written, strange and haunting film that is, without a doubt, disturbing and unforgettable. 12 to 12 euros 119 min. Action, Adventure, Comedy Four teens is sucked into a magic video game, and the only way they can avoid it is to work together to finish the game.
Director: Jake Kasdan Starring: Dwayne Johnson, Karen Gillan, Kevin Hart, Jack Black Voices: 317,412 Gross: $404.52M Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle is a worthy adventure film that works as a fun addition to the Jumanji franchise thanks to its great ensemble cast. From 16 to 16 euros 117 min. Action, Fantasy, Thriller Detective must work with the orcs to find a powerful wand before the evil creatures
do. Stars: Will Smith, Joel Edgerton, Noumi Rapace, Edgar Ramirez Voices: 167,850 Vivid is a flawed yet entertaining thriller that deserves hours for its fun, wildly inventive and interesting world. 0 94 min. Comedy, drama In 2002, an artistically inclined seventeen-year-old girl comes of age in Sacramento, California. Director: Greta Gerwig Starring: Saoirse Ronan, Laurie Metcalf, Tracy Letts, Lucas Hedges
Voices: 238,873 Gross: $48.96 Million Lady Bird is one of the best films of the year, which with its steady stream of humor, heart and honesty, also makes it one of the best coming-of-age films ever made. From 12 to 12 euros 115 min. Comedy, crime, drama Mother personally challenges local authorities to solve the murder of their daughter when they are unable to catch Director: Martin McDonagh
Starring: Frances McDormand, Woody Harrelson, Sam Rockwell, Caleb Landry Jones Voices: 427,372 Gross: $54.51M Three billboards outside Ebbing, Missouri is truly large, big, disturbing, funny and unpredictable, but heartfelt drama with outstanding screen writing, almost perfect editing and powerhouse performances, making it easily the best film of the year. From 12 to 12 euros 104 min. Biography,
Comedy, Drama When Greg Sestero, an aspiring film actor, meets the strange and mysterious Tommy Vice in acting class, they form a unique friendship and trips to Hollywood to make their dreams come true. Director: James Franco Starring: James Franco, Dave Franco, Ari Graynor, Seth Rogen Voices: 137,130 Gross: $21.12M Disaster Artist is an insanely hilarious and truly moving account of how the
worst film in history has ever come to light. From 6 to 6 euros 105 min. Biography, Drama, The Musical celebrates the birth of show business and tells the story of a visionary who grew out of nothing to create a play that became a worldwide sensation. Director: Michael Gracie Starring: Hugh Jackman, Michelle Williams, zac Efron, zendaya Voices: 236,292 Gross: $174.34M The Greatest Showman is a fun
and joyful musical that works because of his dazzling performances, hypnotic dance numbers and accessible music. From 12 to 12 Euros 119 min. Biography, Comedy, Drama Competitive figure skater Tonya Harding rises among the ranks at the U.S. Figure Skating Championships, but her future in the activity is questioned when her ex-husband intervenes. Director: Craig Gillespie Starring: Margot
Robbie, Sebastian Stan, Allison Janney, Julianne Nicholson Voices: 180,092 Gross: $30.01M I, Tonya is a fascinating yet imperfect biopic that is held together by his excellent performances and direction. From 16 to 16 euros 123 min. Adventures, Drama, Fantasy At a top secret research center in the 1960s, a lonely janitor forms a unique relationship with an amphibious creature who is in captivity.
Director: Guillermo del Toro Starring: Sally Hawkins, Octavia Spencer, Michael Shannon, Doug Jones Voices: 368,059 Gross: $63.86M Shape of Water is a wonderfully strange, exciting, touching and surreal film from an extraordinary director who is not only visually dazzling but also one of the best films of 2017. 6 to 6 euro 125 min. Biography, Drama, Story In May 1940 the fate of World War II hangs on
Winston Churchill, who must decide whether to negotiate with Adolf Hitler, or fight knowing that it could mean the end of the British Empire. Director: Joe Wright Starring: Gary Oldman, Lily James, Kristin Scott Thomas, Ben Mendelsohn Voices: 170,891 Gross: $56.47M Dark Hour is an incredibly riveting and thrilling historical drama-raised solid performance from the brilliant Gary Oldman. From 16 to 16
Euros 116 min. Biography, Drama In 2008, rookie journalist Jay Bahadur forms a semi-baked plan to insert himself with the somali pirates. Ultimately, he manages to give a first close-up look at who these people are as live, and the forces that control them. Director: Brian Buckley Starring: Al Pacino, Evan Peters, Melanie Griffith, Barhad Abdi Voices: 8843 Pirates of Somalia is wild, wild, inspiring
journalistic drama, which, despite the lack of seriousness, manages to be shrewd. 6 to 6 euros 107 min. biography, Drama Relationship between writer A. A. Milne and his son, Christopher Robin, and how it became the inspiration for Winnie the Pooh. Director: Simon Curtis Starring: Domhnall Gleeson, Margot Robbie, Kelly Macdonald, Vicky Pepperdine Voices: 24,656 Gross: $1.74M Goodbye Christopher
Robin is a bitter yet hard-edged drama that on biographical terms fascinates and illuminates. From 12 to 12 euros 111 min. Drama Set over one summer, the film follows premature six-year-old Mooney as she courts evil and adventure with her ragtag playmates and ties to her rebellious but caring mother, all living in the shadow of Walt Disney World. Director: Sean Baker Starring: Brooklyn Prince, Bria
Vinayite, Willem Dafoe, Christopher Rivera Voices: 93,969 Gross: $5.90 Million Florida Project is a realistic, beautiful, poignant film that gives us a heartfelt portrayal of childhood. From 16 to 16 euros 134 min. Drama, World War II men return home from World War II to work on a farm in rural Mississippi, where they fight to fight racism and adapt to life after the war. Director: Dee Reese Stars: Jason
Mitchell, Carey Mulligan, Jason Clarke, Mary J. Blige Voices: 42155 'Mudbound' is an emotionally engaging character-oriented period drama that is both hard kick and thought-provoking. R 125 min. Comedy, drama, war Thirty years after they served together in Vietnam, former Navy Seal Larry Doc Shepherd reunites with his old buddies, former Marine Sal Neelon and the Rev. Richard Mueller, to bury his
son, a young Marine killed in the Iraq War. Cast: Bryan Cranston, Laurence Fishburne, Steve Carell, J. Gross: $0.97M Last Flag Flying is an extremely enjoyable feature that offers laughs, drama and effective socio-political commentary. Comments.
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